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About this document
Purpose of document
This document is intended to provide information that will allow a Portrait
configurer to implement a solution, based on the Contact centre workspace.
The Contact centre workspace provides functionality that will allow the user to log
on to a contact centre application and attempt to take a call.
This document does not provide the information necessary to build the solution
components or create the appropriate install.
However, the build process must be performed before it is possible to run the
configuration described in this document, and is described in the Foundation SDK
user guide.

Intended audience
This document is intended to be used by configurers and developers involved in
creating a Portrait serviced application e.g. branch, contact centre.

Related documents
Software Development Kit User Guide (Foundation SDK User Guide)
Using the Contact Centre Workspace Overview

Software release
Portrait Foundation 4.2 SP1 or later.
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1 Introduction
1.1

The Contact centre workspace
This document is based on the premise that your implementation will evolve from
a primitive workspace that is provided as part of a standard Portrait installation.
This is called the Contact centre workspace and it will appear on the workspaces
tab in the repository browser when your repository has been created.

Unlike packages, workspaces are all owned by your project/implementation. In
this context, ownership determines whether you can modify the content of
configuration objects in addition to extending and overriding them.

1.2

Functional overview
The assumption is that your starting point was the Contact centre workspace.
This workspace includes the Agent configurable business entity (CBE) definition
along with the objects from which it inherits e.g. Individual. Generally,
implementations will extend this party definition via their own party packages as
defined by their individual business needs.
However, a transferable Consumer package is provided for use by an
implementation and this is employed as an example in this document to illustrate
how party definitions can be extended and related party functionality can be
utilised.
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2

Using this document

2.1

Checklist
You should print the Checklist provided in Appendix A - Integration Checklist.
This will provide you with a summary of all the high levels steps you need to
consider in order to integrate a party definition into your workspace.
The checklist contains a Done column so that you can check off the items
completed.

2.2

Indication of mandatory/optional
steps
The checklist provides a summary of mandatory steps and optional steps.
Clearly, you must complete the mandatory steps before you can use the
packaged functionality.
You should review the optional steps carefully in case they provide the
opportunity for a better fit with your implementation.

2.3

Nomenclature
The document is slanted towards party being a human entity whose details are
being maintained and who is being supplied services and/or products by an
organisation across channels. However, party definitions and some supplied
processes have also been ustilised where the party is not a human entity e.g. an
emergency services incident, an organisation.

2.4

Starting point
This document assumes that you have already opened your workspace and that
your workspace is based on or is the Contact centre workspace.

Portrait Foundation
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3

Adding a party package
The Contact centre workspace is intended to provide the functionality that allows
Agents to handle requests for service or purchases by other parties. The
workspace already includes a party definition for the Agent party; however it
does not include any definitions for other parties. It is expected that you will add
these definitions yourself.
You can do this by including a party definition that has been supplied to you or by
creating your own party definition.
This section describes the parts of the workspace that should be extended in
order to integrate your definition(s) into the functionality that is already provided.
Until you provide at least one definition, you will not be able to exercise the full
capabilities of the contact centre.

3.1

Include package
You can create your own party definition or use a party definition provided by
another supplier. Typically, party definitions provided by other suppliers (e.g.
Portrait Foundation) will be transferable. You can use transferable packages in
the same way as any ordinary package or you can choose to transfer the
package. If you transfer the package then:


You will own all the configuration provided by the package



In addition to extending the configuration, you will be able to edit it.



You will NOT be able to take any upgrades to the package

To transfer a supplied party package:
List break

Portrait Foundation

1

Open the Portrait Repository Manager

2

From the Actions  Configuration menu, select the Transfer package…
menu item.

3

The Transfer package dialog will be displayed. Select the package that you
wish to transfer. The act of transferring this package may also incorporate
some included packages.

4

Click on the OK button.
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This will create the package which you can then add to the workspace.
To include this package or any other party definition package that you intend to
use:

1

3.2

Select the Included packages folder at the top of the configuration suite

Explorer and from the context menu select Add package…

2

Select the relevant owner’s tab in the repository browser. If you have created
or transferred a package this will be the tab with your project owner as the
tab name.

3

Navigate to the Business entities shutter within the tab (Party definition
packages are usually classified as business entities).

4

Select the package and click OK.

Create the party overlay
List break

Portrait Foundation

1

Once the package is included, select the party definition in the workspace
and then using the context menu select Extend and override  Create
overlay

2

For each of the operations, set the operation availability by selecting the Set
operation availability… menu item from the context menu on the
operation configuration item.

Using the Contact Centre Workspace – Adding a party package
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Bear in mind that you may need to make the operations available on multiple
channels. The criteria will be determined by the configuration in your
workspace. However, the criterion list will typically include:

Portrait Foundation

Application
context

Application contexts are usually set by tabs and/or
operations in the Generic desktop. They are used
to specify the second layer of state information
(Application is usually the first). Typically when
you log on to the Contact centre, the initial
context is ‘Agent desktop’. Once a call has been
taken, the context is usually ‘Engagement
desktop’. After wrap-up, the context usually
reverts to ‘Agent desktop’. Finally, as a result of
either pick work or get work, the context is usually
‘Workflow desktop’. You can create new context
values by adding items to the Application contexts
reference data group. You can set the context by
setting the Application context global as a result of
an operation outcome MUM or by setting one of the
variables on the appropriate tab in the first
(invisible) row of tabs. The value for the variable
location ID should be ‘ApplicationContext’.

Channel

Indicates which Channel the operation should be
available for. Typically this will be ‘ServiceCentre’
and/or ‘Internet’.

GD – Tab type

This value comes from a global called
‘CurrentPrimaryTabType’. The global is usually set
by tabs on the primary (first visible) row of tabs.
Values typically include ‘Party’, ‘Task’ and ‘Case’.
This criterion should be used if you want to ensure
that the operation is only available when a Party
tab is currently selected.

Logon – Status

Use the criterion if you want to ensure that the
operation is only available when the user is logged
on.

Logon – Observer
present

Use the criterion if you want to ensure that the
operation is only available when an observer is
logged on.

Telephony – Agent
state

Use this criterion if you want to ensure that the
operation is only available in certain telephony
states. Unless you are certain that CTI is going to
be implemented for your implementation it is
probably better not rely on this criterion (the
criterion is present to control the availability of
agent operations in a CTI environment).

Telephony –
Outbound call
state

See Telephony – Agent state above.
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3.3

3

It is likely that the party definition that you are including will already have
operation input and output mappings declared. It is possible that these will
be incomplete if your workspace has additional globals that you believe are
relevant to or affected by any of your party operations (e.g. Application 
Application). In this case you will need to add the appropriate MUMs by
selecting Map model inputs… and/or Map model outcomes/outputs…
from the operation context menu.

4

Validate.

5

Add the overlay to source control and publish.

Modify contact centre sidebar menu
The operations provided by your included party type must be added to the menu
displayed in the contact centre before they will become visible to the user.
List break

Portrait Foundation

1

Check out the Contact centre sidebar menu (in the User interface/Menus
folder)

2

Create a new sub-menu in the sidebar. Usually this will take the name of the
party type that you have added. You can, however, give the sub-menu any
name. You can also skip this step completely if you do not think that a submenu is appropriate.

3

Copy the relevant operations from the party definitions (some operations
may not apply to the Contact centre.

4

Select the new sub-menu item created above and select Paste
asOperation menu item from the context menu.

Using the Contact Centre Workspace – Adding a party package
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3.4

5

At this point you may want to add other operations that apply to the party,
but which are provided by other packages (e.g. Schedule call back…).

6

Validate.

7

Check the menu into source control and publish.

Make party type searchable
The Search for party custom interaction (CI) used by the contact centre when
identifying a party (e.g. during Take call) uses a smart lookup to workout which
party types can be displayed in the Party type combo box in different
circumstances.
The criterion for selection is called Search type and there are a number of
values that are already used in various packages to identify which party types to
display. These are:
ConsumerSearchType

Used wherever the CI is intended to search for Contact
centre consumer. The word is used here in its general
form. It does not refer to a specific party type.

IndividualSearchType

Used whenever the CI is intended to search for any
party type that represents a person (as opposed to a
corporation or a system). Usually Agent and a
‘Consumer’ are both available when this search type is
used.

If you use the Search for party CI directly you can supply any value
corresponding to the criterion value you have setup in the smart lookup.
List break

Portrait Foundation

1

Create an overlay on the smart lookup called Searchable party types.

2

Add a new value where the value is the system name of your party type.

3

Validate.

Using the Contact Centre Workspace – Adding a party package
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4

3.5

Add the overlay to source control and publish.

Add class members
The Contact centre workspace is provided with a number of model class
definitions that should be used to implement party specific behaviour within the
generic framework. This section provides a brief description of the model classes
and list the steps required to add party specific class members.
In general, it will only be necessary to add a class member if you intend to use
the related functionality (i.e. there are optional parts of the framework).

3.5.1

Schedule call back - Is call appropriate
The model class is used in the schedule call back process to test that a scheduled
call back is appropriate for a given party type. For example, members can test
whether or not the party is deceased or if a 'Do not call' flag has been set.
The model class outcomes are self explanatory (Call and Do not call). In the
schedule call back context, the 'Not a member’ outcome will allow the call
scheduling to proceed.
The name of the class member MUST be the same as the party type. If the call
should not be scheduled, class members should also display reasons why it
should not be scheduled.
List break

Portrait Foundation

1

Create an overlay on the Schedule callback - Is call appropriate model class.

2

Add a class member (system name MUST be the same as the system name
of the party) referring to a business operation model that provides the
appropriate functionality. Remember, if you don’t want to test for the
appropriateness of the call, then DO NOT ADD a member and ignore the
following steps.

3

Map the class member inputs (in this case, the inputs to the model should be
the party data object) by selecting Map model class inputs… from the
class member context menu.

Using the Contact Centre Workspace – Adding a party package
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3.5.2

4

Create model class outcome mappings for each of the outcomes (there are
no outputs to map) by selecting Create model class outcome mapping…
from model class outcome maps context menu.

5

Validate.

6

Add the overlay to source control and publish.

Death notification - Get deceased indicator
The model class is used to extract the values required by the death notification
process to determine whether a party is deceased (deceased indicator, date of
death & date of birth). The values are determined from a party object passed in.
The class member is responsible for extracting the output values from the party
data object using a combination of mapping and processing logic.
The system name of the class member MUST be the same as the system name of
the party type.
The Model class supports an ‘OK’ and a ‘FAIL’ outcome. In the death notification
context, the FAIL and the ‘Not a member’ outcomes will cause the process to
assume that the party is NOT deceased.
List break

Portrait Foundation

1

Create an overlay on the Death notification - Get deceased indicator model
class.

2

Add a class member (system name MUST be the same as the system name
of the party) referring to a business operation model that provides the
appropriate functionality. Remember, if you don’t want to test for the party

Using the Contact Centre Workspace – Adding a party package
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being deceased, then DO NOT ADD a member and ignore the following
steps.

3.5.3

3

Map the class member inputs (in this case, the inputs to the model should be
the party data object) by selecting Map model class inputs… from the
class member context menu.

4

Create model class outcome mappings for each of the outcomes by selecting
Create model class outcome mapping… from model class outcome
maps context menu.

5

Map the member outputs for the OK outcome by selecting Map model
class outputs… from the outcome map context menu.

6

Validate.

7

Add the overlay to source control and publish.

Death notification - Set deceased indicator
This model class is used to set the attribute(s) that will be used for a specific
party type to indicate that the party is deceased.
The system name of the class member MUST be the same as the system name of
the party type. Class members need not save the party. The party will be saved
by the Death notification process.

Portrait Foundation
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The Model class supports an ‘OK’ and a ‘Fail’ outcome. In the death notification
context, the Fail and the ‘Not a member’ outcomes will cause the process to fail.
It is imperative, therefore, that you supply a working member if you intend to use
the Death notification process.
List break

Portrait Foundation

1

Create an overlay on the Death notification - Set deceased indicator model
class.

2

Add a class member (system name MUST be the same as the system name
of the party) referring to a business operation model that provides the
appropriate functionality. Remember, you must add a working member if you
intend to use the Death notification process

3

Map the class member inputs (in this case, the inputs to the model should be
the party data object, a Boolean to indicate if the party is deceased and a
date of death) by selecting Map model class inputs… from the class
member context menu.

4

Create model class outcome mappings for each of the outcomes by selecting
Create model class outcome mapping… from model class outcome
maps context menu.

5

Map the member outputs for the OK outcome by selecting Map model
class outputs… from the outcome map context menu (the member model
should output the party data object).

6

Validate.

7

Add the overlay to source control and publish.

Using the Contact Centre Workspace – Adding a party package
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3.5.4

Setup authentication details
This model class is used to setup authentication details for a specific party type.
The class member is responsible for saving the party data as well as providing
the system name of an engagement action type (and associated note text) which
will then be created and added to the current engagement by the calling process.
The system name of the member MUST be the same as the system name of the
party type.
The model class supports an ‘OK’, ‘Cancel’ and a ‘Fail’ outcome. In the take
authentication transfer context, the ‘’Cancel, ‘Fail’ and the ‘Not a member’
outcomes will cause the process to terminate. It is imperative; therefore, that
you supply a working member if you intend to use the Setup authentication
details model class.
The caller must supply the ID and the type of the party for whom the
authentication details will be setup.
List break

Portrait Foundation

1

Create an overlay on the Setup authentication details model class.

2

Add a class member (system name MUST be the same as the system name
of the party) referring to a business operation model that will request and
then save the authentication details. Remember, you must add a working
member if you intend to use the setup process

3

Map the class member inputs (in this case, the inputs to the model should be
the Party ID and Party type of the party for whom the authentication details
are being setup) by selecting Map model class inputs… from the class
member context menu.

4

Create model class outcome mappings for each of the outcomes by selecting
Create model class outcome mapping… from model class outcome
maps context menu.

5

Map the member outputs for the OK outcome by selecting Map model
class outputs… from the outcome map context menu (The member model
should output the system name of a valid engagement action type and note
text that will be stored in the engagement action).

Using the Contact Centre Workspace – Adding a party package
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3.5.5

6

Validate.

7

Add the overlay to source control and publish.

Add primary layer authority tab
This model class is used to add primary layer tabs for an authority. The member
must have the same system name as the system name of the party type for the
party granting the authority.
The model class supports an ‘OK’ and a ‘Fail’ outcome. In this context, the ‘Fail’
and the ‘Not a member’ outcomes will result in no tabs being added to the
desktop.
In spite of the name, there is no specific reason why the member must add tabs
at the primary layer (first visible row). Adding tabs at any layer will be subject to
the maximum number of tabs per row limit (9) that applies to all models that
manipulate the desktop.
List break

Portrait Foundation

1

Create an overlay on the Add primary layer authority tab model class.

2

Add a class member (system name MUST be the same as the system name
of the party) referring to a business operation model that will add tabs at the
appropriate layers to represent a party to whom an authority has been
granted. Remember, you must add a working member if you intend to use
the authorities process

Using the Contact Centre Workspace – Adding a party package
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Portrait Foundation

3

Map the class member inputs (in this case, the inputs to the model should be
limited to values than can be mapped from an Authority data object in
addition to channel and language) by selecting Map model class inputs…
from the class member context menu.

4

Create model class outcome mappings for each of the outcomes (there are
no outputs to be mapped) by selecting Create model class outcome
mapping… from model class outcome maps context menu.

5

Validate.

6

Add the overlay to source control and publish.

Using the Contact Centre Workspace – Adding a party package
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4

Add CBE views
By default, the Contact Centre uses Party views to populate the tertiary layer tabs
within the Engagement desktop of the application. This behaviour can be
modified in an implementation. If you intend to construct the desktop in another
way, this section may be irrelevant.
This section lists views that may be added to a party definition when used in
conjunction with other packages some of which will already be included in the
Contact centre workspace. For some of the views it may be necessary to
explicitly include other packages (depending on which packages are included by
your Party package).
This section assumes that your Party definition already contains a Business
view and any other generated view pages that display attributes of the party
(e.g. Personal details).

4.1.1

Authorities
The Authorities view is used to display two grids. Each grid lists relationships
between the current party (identified by the selected primary tab) and other
parties.
An Authority is an authorising relationship between two parties. The top grid
shows authorities that the current party has granted to other parties. The grid is
used to modify or end authorities.
The bottom grid shows authorities that have been granted to the current party by
others. This grid is used to execute functionality on behalf of those parties.

To add this view:
List break

1

Create an overlay on the party views folder that applies to your party
definition (e.g. Consumer). If no folder exists, then create the folder.

2

Open the Base party views folder.

3

Copy each of the following view definitions (if required) from the Base party
view folder and paste it into your overlay.

a
Portrait Foundation

Authorities

Using the Contact Centre Workspace – Adding a party package
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Portrait Foundation

b

Contact details

c

Engagement history

d

Portfolio

e

Summary

f

Workflow

4

Validate.

5

Add the overlay to source control and publish.
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5

Controlling party search
Functionality has been provided in Portrait Platform to enable projects to search
for different party types. This functionality enables projects to configure what
attributes to use as search criteria and display in subsequent result columns on
the Search for party (custom interaction) and make use of the existing identify
party configuration. The attributes selected must be defined as searchable.

Data defined as searchable is stored additionally in specific Portrait database
tables that have been designed for optimum efficiency. An attribute can
subsequently be amended to be searchable, but records that were created prior
to this change will not be found by a search on that value. If this is a customer
requirement then a procedure could be developed to identify these records and
populate the appropriate search tables in the Portrait database.
A party can be found by matches to data held in their party definition, any
associated repeating attributes or contracts.

Assumption: Party definition inherits from Portrait Platform Base party.

5.1

Party attribute search criteria and
results view
This view is configured specifically for a given party type to enable different
criteria to be defined for different party types.
This configuration can be undertaken in the package where the party definition
has been defined or a package that contains an overlay or override to an out of
the box party definition e.g. Consumer.

5.1.1

Party search attributes view
View functionality has been utilised to enable project implementations to define
their own criteria to search for a party. Party view definitions can be configured
for each party type.

1

Portrait Foundation

Open package via Portrait Configuration Suite.
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5.1.2

2

Expand User interfaceViewsParty view folders. Choose appropriate
party CBE or add by right clicking Party view folders and selecting New
party views folder… then pick required CBE type.

3

Open appropriate party view folder and either select existing Party search
attributes custom view or add via New custom view… (ensure system
name equals PartySearchAttributes).

4

Expand and select Party search attributesView fields right click and
select New view field….

5

New view field dialog will appear. Select an attribute (ensure it has been
defined as searchable) to be displayed as search criteria on the Search for
party (custom interaction) and complete required fields. Repeat this step
for all required attributes via the New or New copy functionality.

6

Validate.

7

Add to source control and publish.

Results view
To define the columns that you wish to display on the search results grid
undertake the following steps:-

Portrait Foundation

1

Open package via Portrait Configuration Suite.

2

Expand Parties and select the appropriate party definition. Open this item
by double clicking or right clicking and selecting the Open item menu
option.

3

Expand Attribute summaries and select Search summary view.

4

Right click and select New view field….

Using the Contact Centre Workspace – Adding a party package
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5.2

5

Search summary view field properties dialog will appear. Select an
attribute that is required to be displayed in the search results view and
complete the required fields. Repeat this step for all required attributes via
the New or New copy functionality.

6

Validate.

7

Add to source control and publish.

Repeating attribute search criteria
This configuration can be undertaken in the package where the repeating
attribute has been defined or a package that contains an overlay or override to
an out of the box definition e.g. Address.
View functionality has been utilised to enable project implementations to define
their own criteria to search for a party. View definitions can be defined for
multiple repeating attributes. Portrait Platform configuration relies on the
repeating attribute view folder being configured with the same system name as
the required repeating attribute object definition.

Portrait Foundation

1

Open package via Portrait Configuration Suite.

2

Expand User interfaceViewsRepeating attribute view folders. Choose
appropriate CBE or add by right clicking Repeating attribute view folders and
selecting New repeating attribute views folder… then pick required CBE type.

3

Open appropriate view folder and either select existing Party search
attributes custom view or add via New custom view… (ensure system
name equals PartySearchAttributes).

4

Expand and select Party search attributesView fields right click and select
New view field….

5

New view field dialog will appear. Select an attribute (ensure it has been
defined as searchable) to be displayed as search criteria on the Search for
party (custom interaction) and complete required fields. Repeat this step
for all required attributes via the New or New copy functionality.

Using the Contact Centre Workspace – Adding a party package
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5.2.1

6

Validate.

7

Add to source control and publish.

Filter RA search criteria data access class
To plug in to the existing Portrait Platform configuration an appropriate class
member will need to be added for each repeating attribute that has attributes to
be used in a party search.

Assumption: Project implementation package includes (directly or
indirectly) Parties (Supporting utilities) package.

Portrait Foundation

1

Open package via Portrait Configuration Suite.

2

Expand Supporting definitionsModelsData access classes. Select
and open Filter RA search criteria data access class. Check out existing
overlay or create a new overlay.

3

Expand and select Class members right click and select NewData
access class member….

4

Data access class member properties dialog will appear. Select Filter
repeating attribute search criteria data access model. Complete
required fields ensuring that the system name of the class member equals
that of the repeating attribute.

5

Right click on the class member and select Map data access class
inputs…. Add mappings.
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6

Right click on Data access class outcome maps and select Create data
access class outcome mapping…. Add mapping. Repeat this step for
each outcome.

7

Select OK outcome and right click then choose Map data access class
outputs…. Add mapping.

8

In an appropriate package that contains the required availability criteria for
the data access class i.e. party type. Select the class member, right click and
choose Set member availability…. Create an appropriate circumstance
for the requisite leaf party type(s).

9

Validate.

10 Add to source control and publish.

5.3

Contract attribute search criteria
This configuration can be undertaken in the package where the contract
definition has been defined or a package that contains an overlay or override to
an out of the box definition e.g. Base.
View functionality has been utilised to enable project implementations to define
their own criteria to search for a party.

Portrait Foundation

1

Open package via Portrait Configuration Suite.

2

Expand User interfaceViewsContract view folders. Choose
appropriate contract CBE or add by right clicking Contract view folders
and select New contract views folder… then pick required CBE type.

3

Open appropriate view folder and either select existing Party search
attributes custom view or add via New custom view… (ensure system
name equals PartySearchAttributes).

4

Expand and select Party search attributesView fields right click and
select New view field….

5

New view field dialog will appear. Select an attribute (ensure it has been
defined as searchable) to be displayed as search criteria on the Search for
party (custom interaction) and complete required fields. Repeat this step
for all required attributes via the New or New copy functionality.
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5.3.1

6

Validate.

7

Add to source control and publish.

Filter Contract search criteria data access class
To plug in to the existing Portrait Platform configuration an appropriate class
member will need to be added for the leaf contract business entity.

Assumption: Project implementation package includes (directly or
indirectly) Parties (Supporting utilities) package.

1

Open package via Portrait Configuration Suite.

2

Expand Supporting definitionsModelsData access classes. Select
and open Filter Contract search criteria data access class. Check out
existing overlay or create a new overlay.

3

Expand and select Class members right click select NewData access
class member….

4

Data access class member properties dialog will appear. Select Filter
Contract search criteria data access model. Complete required fields
ensuring that the system name of the class member equals that of the
contract definition.

5

Right click on the class member and select Map data access class
inputs…. Add mappings.

6

Right click on Data access class outcome maps and select Create data
access class outcome mapping…. Add mapping. Repeat this step for
each outcome.

7

Select OK outcome and right click then choose Map data access class
outputs…. Add mapping.

8

In an appropriate package that contains the required availability criteria for
the data access class i.e. party type. Select the class member, right click and
choose Set member availability…. Create an appropriate circumstance
for the leaf party type(s).

9

Validate.

10 Add to source control and publish.

Portrait Foundation
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6

Publish and Deploy
You should publish all the configuration changes that have resulted from the
steps described in this document and then deploy the changes into a suitable
database.

Before you can run the integrated functionality it will be necessary to create a
suitable Portrait installation using the Portrait Build Kit. (See Error! Reference
ource not found..)

Portrait Foundation
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Appendix A

Integration Checklist
This appendix should be printed so that the integration steps can be checked off.
The checklist identifies the high level steps, each of which will contain several
details steps.
You must complete the detail steps in the order indicated in the document. It is
recommended that you complete the high level steps in the order indicated in this
appendix. However, more experienced users will recognise that this isn’t always
necessary.

A.1

Mandatory steps
You must complete the following high level steps before you can use the
packaged functionality.
Check the detailed steps carefully, they are not all mandatory.
Step

A.2

Description

Page

1.

Add package

8

2.

Set operation availability

9

3.

Contact centre menu items

11

4.

Ensure party type searchable

12

5.

Add party views

20

6.

Define party search criteria and results view

22

7.

Publish and deploy

28

8.

Test

Done

Optional steps
The following steps allow you to customise/extend your implementation further.
If you undertake any of the steps you must complete the detailed steps as
indicated in the document. Do not partially complete an optional step.
Step
1.

Portrait Foundation

Description

Page

Add class members

13

Done
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